
Leganto Full October 2021 Release Notes

November 2021 Sneak Preview
• NERS: Select between Alphabetical or List sort order when exporting lists
• Export a single citation in a specific reference format
• Embedded PDFs will open in a new tab instead

Main Features

Create Read and Respond Assignments on Leganto Course Materials
October 2021 Leganto

Instructors can now create Read and Respond Assignments on course materials, requiring students to read and annotate
PDF files as directed by the instructor. Read and Respond assignments are seamlessly integrated into the course page in
the learning management system (LMS), and the easy-to-use Leganto grading dashboard synchronizes the students’
grades with the LMS grade book.

To start using Read and Respond Assignments, you must first configure an LTI 1.3 integration with your LMS and add the
assignments selection option. See the Developer Network for details.

Once configured, instructors can start adding Read and Respond Assignments to their course page.

Students can access the assignment through the LMS, add annotations to the file, and submit their assignments.

As students submit their assignments, the grading dashboard updates, showing an overview of the assignment status for
each of the students in the course.

Instructor View of a Read and Respond Assignment
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Instructors can select START GRADING to begin grading all assignments which have been submitted but not yet graded.
Instructors can enter a score for the assignment, and optionally add a comment for the student, then select SAVE & NEXT
to move to the next student in the list to be graded.

Select POST SCORES to update the LMS with the students' scores.

For more information, see Working with Assignments.

Alma Displays Same Citation Metadata as Leganto
October 2021 Leganto

The Alma citation form (Fulfillment > Citations) now displays the same fields as Leganto, as configured for the selected
Material Type. The citation fields per material type are configured in the Leganto Citation Field Mapping (Configuration >
Leganto > UI) for the Type.

Leganto Grading Dashboard

Leganto Grading Tool Displays Each Student’s Assignment.
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https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Leganto/Product_Documentation/Leganto_Online_Help_(English)/Leganto_User_Interface_Guide/60_Working_with_Assignments


Streamlined Digitization Workflow for Course Materials
October 2021 Fulfillment - Course Reserves

For Libraries using Alma's digitization workflow for course materials, it is now possible to complete the digitization request
from the citation. Alma now includes a Deliver Digital Document task to easily finalize the digitization workflow for the
item.

If the copyright status of a citation is approved, or the copyright workflow is configured to happen in parallel to the
digitization workflow, upon selecting Deliver Digital Documents, you are prompted to upload the digital file. After
uploading and selecting Done, the attachment is added to the citation and the request is marked as complete.

For more information, see Delivering Digitized Items.

Citation Metadata

Deliver Digital Documents Action

Upload Document
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https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Product_Documentation/010Alma_Online_Help_(English)/030Fulfillment/Resource_Requests/070Digitization_Processing#Delivering_Digitized_Items


Updated Tagging Workflow
October 2021 Leganto

Previously, when adding or removing tags from a citation, a user selected the Add tag option, then selected or removed the
tags, then selected SAVE. Now, users can select Add Tag and select the relevant tags, which are saved automatically. To
remove tags, one only needs to select the X next to the tag. This updated tagging workflow is in line with other systems
which support tagging, resulting in less confusion and fewer errors.

Leganto Student Usage includes Guest Usage
October 2021 Analytics SF: 00919191 00949528

Leganto Analytics now includes guest usage, including historical guest usage. By default, any report your institution created
or creates in the future includes guest usage. To filter reports to display just student usage, use the User Role field
(Leganto Student Usage > Student Usage) and filter for student. The reports that appear in the List Analysis in Leganto
do not include guest usage.

Additional Enhancements
• October 2021 Leganto

Leganto now enables you to configure that a question appears when there is an exact match on the inventory type
criteria. Previously, the questions appeared if any of the inventory criteria were met.

To configure that an exact match on the inventory type is required, place the criteria in quotation marks (Configuration
> Leganto > List Management > Item Request Question).

Examples:

Previous Tagging Workflow

Updated Tagging Workflow
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If you enter P,D,E in the Availability field, the question appears if the inventory type is any of the three types.

If you enter "P,E", in the Availability field, the question only appears if the inventory is both print and electronic.

If you enter P in the Availability field, the question appears if the citation has print inventory, regardless of any other
inventory types (could also include electronic or digital).

If you enter "P", in the Availability field, the question appears if the inventory is only print (no electronic or digital).

For more information, see Configuring Leganto Questions.

October 2021 Leganto

• Leganto now includes a new tag called Library-External (Fulfillment > Citations > Edit > Tags). When configured,
instructors can view these tags, but they cannot add or remove them.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00980463
Leganto now includes a flag to enable digitization requests for electronic resources. The flag is in Fulfillment
Configuration > Copyright Management > Leganto Copyright Settings. Change the parameter
instructor_digitization_electronic to true to enable the option for instructors to request digitization when there is
electronic inventory available. The default is false.

• October 2021 Leganto

Previously, the main Title field was not included in the Configuration > Leganto > Citation Field Mapping list since it
is a mandatory field and cannot be deleted. This field is now available in the field mapping table so that you can
change the order in which the field appears. If you try to delete the Title, an error message appears. Additional Title
and Additional Author were also added as options in the Citation Field Mapping. By default, these options are not
selected for any type. This addition also applies to Primo Mapping and Brief Citation Format.

For more information about Primo Mapping, see Field Mapping from Primo PNX to Leganto Citations.

For more information about Brief Citation Format, see Configuring Citation Information Appearing in Citation Lists.

Additionally, the labels are translatable.

The ability to add Alma citations via an API and to define fields using Drools will be included in the November release.

For more information, see Editing Citation Field Mapping.

• October 2021 Leganto

Leganto now includes an Initial Request for Review field which tracks the first time a list was sent to a library for

Questions Mapping Table

The option to send notifications when these tags are added or removed will be added in a future release.

Note
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review. Additionally, the Request for Review Date field was renamed Current Request for Review, and it displays
the most recent date a list was sent for review. Both dates are reset when the list is copied, duplicated, or rolled over.

• October 2021 Leganto

When a user scrolls down in Leganto, the top panel is now hidden, providing more space on the screen for the reading
list. The top panel reappears when scrolling back to the top.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00949489

Leganto now offers a configuration option to hide the collaborator's user group in the Invite new collaborators
dropdown list. By default, the parameter suppress_user_group in Configuration > Leganto> General > Settings is
set to false. When set to true, the user group does not display.

• October 2021 Leganto

When an Alma Digital item is not available because the number of concurrent users has reached the limit, the brief
view of the citation now displays Join the waitlist instead of View online. When selecting Join the waitlist for the
resource, users can join the queue for the resource and will receive a notification when the item becomes viewable.

Header

No Header

Collaborator User Group
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This feature is only relevant for libraries using Alma Digital. To configure this feature select Configuration >
Fulfillment > Access Rights. For more information, see Configuring a Patron Waitlist.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00905804

Users with the Course Reserves Viewer role can now view restricted lists in Leganto, specifically, lists with the
publication status Course Students. Additionally, Course Reserves Viewers can now use the action View in
Leganto in the citation menu in Alma.

• October 2021 Leganto

Previously, when using Cite It! if the type was not recognized, the type Other was assigned. Now instead of
Other, the type Website is assigned.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00931322

Cite It! now supports the following sites:

◦ Filmdiy

◦ Westlaw UK

◦ Amazon.jp

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00867046 00873213 00954226

The Course enrollment job now includes more information. For each event, the report now specifies which line
a request is added to and specifies which line contains an error using the following details for additions:

◦ File Name
◦ Row Number
◦ Course Code
◦ Course Name

No Waitlist

Waitlist

Waitlist Full Display
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◦ Student (username is included in Student)

And the following details for errors:

◦ File Name
◦ Row Number
◦ ERROR

• October 2021 Fulfillment - Course Reserves

Alma now supports itemized Reading List sets containing more than 1000 Reading List IDs.

• October 2021 Leganto

LTI normalization now supports replace all. From Configuration > Leganto > LTI > Field Normalization, in the
Normalization Method field, select Replace all.

For example, you can replace any digit with the string NUM:

Input Value = CC_1_AA_2

Normalized = CC_NUM_AA_NUM
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For more information, see Configuring LTI Profile Normalization Rules.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00856419

Previously, instructors only received the Owner Subscription Letter when they were manually added to a course.
Now, when adding an instructor to a course via the API, if auto_set_instructors_as_owners (Configuration >
Leganto > List Management > Settings) is set to true and Owner Subscription Letter is enabled, instructors
automatically receive the Owner Subscription Letter.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00908594

Previously, Leganto recorded when a list status changed from draft to published. In this release, a new event was
added to the Recent Changes tab (Fulfillment > Reading List) that also records when a list status changes from
published back to draft.

When enabled (Configuration > Leganto > Notifications - instructors > List status changed to draft), all those set
to receive notifications will also receive a notification that a list was changed from published to draft. The default for this
notification is disabled.

For more information, see Configuring Notifications.

Resolved Issues
• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00974629

The Reading List Citation field Citation Digital File Date Added (Calendar) was renamed Citation Digital File Date
Added (Calendar) (to be deprecated). This field will be removed in the November release.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00957089
The Reset button label (Configuration > Leganto > UI > Branding) was renamed Restore.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00950508
Previously, when an operator with the role Course Reserves Manager with a library Scope opened the Reading Lists
Task list, the Assigned to others tab was missing. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00968730
Previously, a self-registered Course Reserves Viewer was unable to update their name and email address. This was
fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00973688
Improvements were made to the Accessibility menu in the user settings.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00962069
In some cases, duplicate rows existed in the guided videos mapping table. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00971476
When searching Summon, diacritics did not appear properly. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00963889
Previously, duplicated rows were allowed in the Item Request Questions table. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00956535
When rejecting a digitization request, the DCS tag is now removed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00947206
In some cases, the citation More details view did not appear. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00931403
Previously, the Analytics Reading List Citation displayed digital file names from a previous reading list. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00940545
Previously, when customizing BIB mapping rules, the rows were duplicated. This was fixed.

Field Normalization
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• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00948092
Previously, the Publication date was not included on purchase requests that were automatically created by a non-
repository citation. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00903997
Previously, on the welcome screen, a form was displayed and then disappeared. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00937547
In some cases, the Find list displayed an incorrect number of results. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00909521
In some cases, Availability was not displayed in the citation full view. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00880153
In some cases, the general electronic services did not appear. This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00874364
For the Analytics Link Resolver subject area, Leganto sources were excluded from the Link Resolver Usage report.
This was fixed.

• October 2021 Leganto SF: 00886061
Previously, Reading Lists did not load properly in some circumstances. This was fixed.
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• October 2021 Fulfillment — Course Reserves
Leganto specific features no longer appear for non-Leganto customers.
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